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the 2018 presidential elections, even without any electoral fraud, have already earned the regime a sense of legitimacy. with no major opposition candidate standing, the regime is able to present the election as a ‘mild’ democratic rather than an authoritarian one, even as it defends its previous violations of electoral law and democratic norms, the latest being the abduction of a political opponent in the run-up to the elections. in other words, it has done a very good job of ‘selling’ the elections. and now the regime’s image of legitimacy has been bolstered by the massive support it has seen, both in the numbers of people voting and by the size of the turnout. in this sense, these elections are a double success. what has been fascinating about the 2018 elections, however, is the extent to which the regime has made its participation into an act of politics and propaganda. it has cast the elections in terms
of which of the two presidential candidates is ‘good’ and which is ‘evil’. it has done so through populist rhetoric, demonising the opposition and making the elections a battle of good and evil, with the people voting for whom they believe to be the ‘good’, and using this to legitimise its own legitimacy. the regime has attempted to portray itself as the people’s chosen, the representative and protector of the people. as we have seen, all of these acts have turned out to be false. but this doesn’t mean that the regime’s actions are without consequence. throughout the campaign and in the lead-up to the elections, the regime had made its intentions clear. first and foremost, it has sought to prevent the emergence of a broad-based opposition. secondly, it is seeking to marginalise the independent media, and to entrench the courts and other institutions which are perceived as both independent of the

government and capable of holding it to account. thirdly, it is seeking to marginalise dissent in civil society. as it stands, the major opposition party remains banned. the independent media are being increasingly attacked and monitored.
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dealing with felony charges the proven reality that he was prevented from difficult the lawfulness of his detention whereas detained
incommunicado additionally violated article 9, paragraph 4, as did the angolan courts failure to handle his habeas corpus utility. a

170-carat pink diamond dubbed the lulo rose was discovered at the lulo mine in the countrys diamond-rich northeast and is among the
many largest pink diamonds ever discovered, the lucapa diamond company stated in a press release to buyers. the vignette, which relies

on the exact same two actors and setting, is also a meditation on what happens within the movie world when people stop living their
lives. kim and huynh get some brief airtime within the presentation, giving us a few minutes in between the vignettes and those which

precede and follow. the sequence is like a muted celebration, a piece of music that plays over and over and over and over. in one of the
pre-vignette segments, huynh is seen sitting at a table in a restaurant, lingering over a meal with a woman and a friend. there's no

chemistry between the two, and they just make small talk. just before the presentation begins, the camera cuts to the table, lingering on
the meal, before the sound begins to fade. it's an understated image: two people sitting quietly, eating dinner and talking. the two actors

look at each other, then turn toward the camera, and we, the audience, are suddenly there, within the scene, watching. the vignette
plays until it's over, then the next one begins, and so on, and so forth. the gallery is completely silent until it ends. 5ec8ef588b
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